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	The Fourth Pacific-Asia Conference on Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining

	(PAKDD 2000) was held at the Keihanna-Plaza, Kyoto, Japan, April 18 - 20,

	2000. PAKDD 2000 provided an international forum for researchers and application

	developers to share their original research results and practical development

	experiences. A wide range of current KDD topics were covered including machine

	learning, databases, statistics, knowledge acquisition, data visualization,

	knowledge-based systems, soft computing, and high performance computing. It

	followed the success of PAKDD 97 in Singapore, PAKDD 98 in Austraha, and

	PAKDD 99 in China by bringing together participants from universities, industry,

	and government from all over the world to exchange problems and challenges

	and to disseminate the recently developed KDD techniques.





	This PAKDD 2000 proceedings volume addresses both current issues and

	novel approaches in regards to theory, methodology, and real world application.

	The technical sessions were organized according to subtopics such as Data Mining

	Theory, Feature Selection and Transformation, Clustering, Application of Data

	Mining, Association Rules, Induction, Text Mining, Web and Graph Mining.

	Of the 116 worldwide submissions, 33 regular papers and 16 short papers were

	accepted for presentation at the conference and included in this volume. Each

	submission was critically reviewed by two to four program committee members

	based on their relevance, originality, quality, and clarity.





	The PAKDD 2000 program was enhanced by two keynote speeches and one

	invited talk: Yoshiharu Sato of Hokkaido University, Japan (Statistics), Ryszard

	S. Michalski of George Mason University, USA (Machine Learning), and Andrew

	Tomkins of IBM Almaden Research Center (Databases). The PAKDD 2000 program

	was further complemented by five tutorials: Enterprise Data Mining with

	Case Studies (Zhexue Huang and Graham J Williams), Data Mining with Decision

	Trees (Johannes Gehrke), Knowledge Extraction from Texts - Application

	to Human Resources in Industry (Yves Kodratoff), Rough Sets in KDD:

	A Tutorial (Andrzej Skowron and Ning Zhong), and Data Mining on the World

	Wide Web (Wee-Keong NG). Two international workshops were co-hosted with

	PAKDD 2000 focusing on two KDD frontiers: the International Workshop on

	Web Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining (WKDDM 2000) and the International

	Workshop of KDD Challenge on Real-World Data (KDD Challenge 2000).
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Fiber Optic Cabling, Second EditionNewnes, 2001
Essential reading for anyone involved in fiber optic cable applications, from installation engineers to IT professionals.

Fiber Optic Cabling is a practical guide to all aspects of designing, specifying and installing systems for LANs and other data communications applications.  The second edition has been completely revised and updated...
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Advanced Video Communications over Wireless NetworksCRC Press, 2013

	Wireless video communications encompass a broad range of issues and opportunities that serve as the catalyst for technical innovations. To disseminate the most recent advances in this challenging yet exciting field, Advanced Video Communications over Wireless Networks provides an in-depth look at the fundamentals, recent technical...
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Liquid Sloshing Dynamics: Theory and ApplicationsCambridge University Press, 2005
The problem of liquid sloshing in moving or stationary containers remains of great concern to aerospace, civil, and nuclear engineers; physicists; designers of road tankers and ship tankers; and mathematicians. Beginning with the fundamentals of liquid sloshing theory, this book takes the reader systematically from basic theory to advanced...
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Bottlenecks: Aligning UX Design with User PsychologyApress, 2017

	Learn the psychological constrictions of attention, perception, memory, disposition, motivation, and social influence that determine whether customers will be receptive to your digital innovations.


	Bottlenecks: Aligning UX Design with User Psychology fills a need for entrepreneurs, designers, and marketing...
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Wireless Ad hoc and Sensor Networks: Protocols, Performance, and Control (Control Engineering)CRC Press, 2007
The purpose of this book is to initiate the newcomer into the control of computer and wireless communication networks, one of the fastest growing fields in the engineering world. Technical concepts, which are at the core of the design, implementation, research and invention of computer network and wireless communication network control protocols,...
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KI 2004: Advances in Artificial Intelligence: 27th Annual German Conference in AI, KI 2004, Ulm, Germany, September 20-24, 2004Springer, 2004
KI 2004 was the 27th edition of the annual German Conference on Artificial Intelligence, which traditionally brings together academic and industrial researchers

from all areas of AI and which enjoys increasing international attendance. KI 2004 received 103 submissions from 26 countries. This volume contains the 30 papers that were...
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